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Chapter 1

THEORIES OF THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE
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COSMOLOGY

Radio and optical telescopes enable us to see

only a very small fraction of the universe. All of

our knowledge of physics and astronomy is

limited to a relatively local part of the universe;

it is necessary to extrapolate this knowledge to

a much larger scale of time and distance. The

cosmologist starts by assuming a broad, physical,

"cosmologic principle" to govern his theory of

behavior of the universe, which is subject to

experimental and observational verification like

any other law of physics. The cosmologist can,

at present, only assume his broad principle and

some framework of the physics of general rela-

tivity, work out the mathematical consequences
of a model of the universe, and determine if the

predicted phenomena are experimentally or

observationally verifiable [36, 46, 56 or 58].

Most systems of cosmology are based upon a

cosmologic principle, according to which, on a

large-scale average, every point in space is indis-

t!nguishable from every other point in space, at
a given cosmologic time.

Individual points in space are not observable

as such, only objects in space. Consequently, the

cosmologic principle can only be applied to the

contents of space which can be observed. Each

piece of matter in space has its own hierarchy

i The work of A. A. Mikhailov (USSR) in the compilation of

material for this chapter is gratefully acknowledged.

of structure, and possesses its own intrinsic

motion. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the

average motion of many pieces of matter existing

in a particular region of space as representing

the general behavior of that region of space. The

cosmologist must also ignore that in observable

space, matter is collected into compact bodies

while most of the intervening space is relatively

empty. He assumes, in constructing his theory,

that the mass of compact bodies in space is

smeared out into a medium of average density,

and he ignores special effects which may be

caused by condensation of matter into compact
bodies.

"Big Bang" theory. A consequence of general

relativity, as formulated by Einstein, and ap-

plied to cosmology by Friedmann, is that only

a universe containing no matter at all can be

truly static. If matter is present, then the uni-

verse must be in either a state of expansion or
contraction. Observations indicate that our ob-

servable universe is in a state of expansion. Distant

matter in the universe, not gravitationally bound

to our local system of galaxies, is receding from

us. According to cosmologic principle, on any

one of those distant pieces of matter, the same

behavior would be observed from the point of

view in space that we see in our own: all distant

masses will be receding from the observer.

If distant masses in the universe are receding

at present with a velocity proportional to their
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distancefrom us, then,goinginto the past,it
wouldbefoundthatlocaldensityof matterbe-
comesprogressivelyhigher. If one goesfar
enoughintothepast,it wouldbediscoveredthat
matterin theuniverseprogressivelydrawscloser
together,until at somefinite timein the past,
matterwouldappearto begatheredtogetherata
singlepoint.Sucha pictureis describedasa
"Big Bang"cosmology,matterexplodingaway
frominfinitedensityat a finitetimein thepast,
whichcanberegardedasasortofcreationevent.
Therelativelysimplemathematicalmodelsofcos-
mologybaseduponthispointofviewaregenerally
calledFriedmannuniverses,onwhichmostdis-
cussionsofcosmologicprocessesarebased.

Steady state cosmology. A number of British

cosmologists were not satisfied with the "Big

Bang" cosmologic principle. One of the corol-

laries of Einstein's general theory of relativity

is that time has many dimensional attributes

similar to those of space. Since space and time

are joined in a four-dimensional geometry of

space-time, it was therefore asked why the cos-

mologic principle should apply only to space, and

not also to time. A broader, cosmologic principle,

the "perfect cosmologic principle," was proposed

,&hich postulates that every observer in the

universe, on a large-scale average, should see

the same picture at every point in space and at

every time.

The universe will always exhibit the same

average behavior, according to this principle.

Since the universe is observed to be expanding,

and since the perfect cosmologic principle

requires that the average density of matter in

space should remain constant, then it is also

necessary to postulate that additional matter

must be created in space to replace loss through

expansion. Since matter being lost is observed

in the form of galaxies and clusters of galaxies,

it is necessary to postulate that newly created

matter must condense to form new systems of

galaxies. This general picture is called steady

state cosmology.

The continuous creation of matter, it must be

emphasized, is a postulate of a physical process

which has never been observed experimentally.

Thus, the perfect cosmologic principle requires

assuming new and untested laws of physics which

need not be invoked in the cosmologies based

only upon the ordinary cosmologic principle.

When Einstein first applied his theory of

general relativity to cosmology, it was widely
assumed that the universe was static. He realized

that his ordinary theory of general relativity

predicted either an expanding or contracting

universe, experimented with the form of his

equations, and found that by adding a term to

his general equation, called the "cosmologic

constant," it had the property of rendering the

universe nearly static for very long periods. After

it was discovered that the universe appears to

be expanding, Einstein dropped his experiments

with the cosmologic constant, although other

cosmologists have continued such experiments,

producing various types of cosmologic models

based upon this constant.

The expansion of the universe was discovered

by Hubble, resulting from his work on measuring

the spectra of galaxies. The fainter the galaxy,

he found, the greater the shift toward the red

of the characteristic spectral lines in the light

of that galaxy. The red shift of the spectral lines

is interpreted as a Doppler shift, indicating that

distant galaxies are receding from us. A distant

galaxy is receding from us at a rate which appears

to be proportional to its distance, a relationship
known as the "Hubble law." If motions of distant

galaxies are extrapolated backwards in time, it

appears that the "Big Bang" must have occurred

between 1 and 2 × 10 l° years ago.

The red shifts of galaxies were essentially the

only concrete observational data available to

cosmology until the mid-1960s.

Background radiation. In 1965, Penzias and

Wilson discovered microwave background radia-

tion, and found that radio waves, at a wavelength

of 7.5 cm, are constantly impinging on the Earth

with an equal intensity from all directions in

space. Other investigators have corroborated this

throughout the observable radio wavelength

region, and observations based upon interstellar
molecules have confirmed that the radiation has

approximately a blackbody shape down to a

wavelength of about 1 mm at 2.7 ° K. The simplest

interpretation of this background radiation is

that it is a relic of a hot early stage in the uni-

verse, when matter in the universe was closely
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compactedandmuchhigherin temperaturethan
at present.Whendensityof matterandtempera-
ture are high enough,then matter becomes
ionizedandfully in equilibriumwithblackbody
radiation.Whentemperaturefallslowenoughso
thatmatter,primarilycomposedofhydrogen,can
recombineto neutralform,interactionbetween
radiationandmatterbecomesverysmall,and
radiationis free to expandinto spacewith the
universe.This expansiondilutesradiation,and
photonssuffera redshift, sothat theshapeof
thespectrumremainsthatof a blackbodywhile
temperatureis progressivelydecreased.

The idea of a very hot initial mediumwas
proposedby Gamow[17]whopredicteda tem-
peratureof 6° K instead of the actual 2.7 ° K for

the present epoch. Doroshkevich and Novikov [11]
pointed out that relic radiation would exceed the

combined radiation of radio sources and stars in

the !-10 cm wave!en_h re,on. Dicke et al [10],

beginning an experimental search for relic radia-

tion, learned of the findings of Penzias and Wilson,

and were immediately able to explain the results.
That isotropic background radiation is neces-

sarily thermal in origin or that it has a Planck

shape is not agreed upon by all astronomers.

Suggestions have been made that radiation could

arise from great numbers of unknown emitters

isotropically distributed in space. Most sugges-

tions involve very complex models of these un-

known emitters and numerous arbitrary assump-

tions. An alternative model, complex though it

may be, is necessary if the true cosmologic model

should be steady state, for example, which never

undergoes a high-density, high-temperature

phase.
Within the context of a Friedmann model of the

expanding universe, if density of matter presently

in the universe is less than a critical value of a

little less than 10 -29 g]cm 3, the universe will

always expand, and is described as an open

universe. On the other hand, if density is greater

than the critical value, expansion of the universe
will coast to a halt, and the universe will start to

contract again toward infinite density. This
cosmologic model is called a closed universe.

Critical density depends upon the precise value

of the constant of proportionality in the Hubble
law.

Many variations of Einstein's general theory of

relativity have been suggested, all of which pro-

duce slight variations in their associated cosmolo-

gies. Only one of these is mentioned here because

it has received a fair amount of attention in recent

years: the scalar-tensor theory of general rela-

tivity. Einstein's theory of relativity is char-

acterized by a tensor gravitational field, and

added to this is a scalar gravitational field. This

theory can predict some differences in the be-

havior of a cosmologic model compared to those

in a Friedmann universe, including a very rapid

expansion in the car!y history of the cosmo!ogic

model, and a variation with time of the gravita-
tional "constant" in the Newtonian force law of

mass attraction between bodies. The directly
measurable consequences of addition of a scalar

to a tensor field are very small, and it has not yet

been possible to make an experimental choice

between the two theories [36].

PHYSICS OF THE EARLY UNIVERSE

Considerable interaction between high energy

particle physics and cosmology during the last

few years has been stimulated by the discovery of

microwave background radiation, which implies

that the universe was once highly dense, very hot,

and originated from a big bang. This interaction

raises the very important issue of whether the

universe is symmetric in matter and antimatter,

or unsymmetric with an excess of one over the

other. This difference can have an important

influence on the behavior of the very early uni-

verse; some aspects of the difference may persist

until the present; allowing a possible test of the

degree of symmetry of the universe. In discussing

initially the behavior of the unsymmetric uni-

verse, it is assumed that all galaxies visible in

space are composed of ordinary matter.

Unsymmetric Universe-Open Model

The story begins when the universe was

approximately 10 -43 s old. The characteristic

length associated with the universe, known as the

"Hubble radius," is r=ct, the age of the universe

multiplied by the velocity of light, a distance of

only 3× 10 -33 cm. This is much smaller than the
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characteristicradiusof anyof the elementary
particleswith whichwe deal in the universe
today,calledthe "Comptonradius," whichis
inverselyproportionalto themassoftheparticle.
Ordinaryneutronsandprotonshaveradiiaround
10-13cmsoit mightbesaidthattheuniverseis
notyetoldenoughto containordinaryneutrons
andprotonsat10-43s [19].

If anymatterexistsin theuniverseatthistime,
it mustconsisteitherof ahighlyexcitedbaryonic
stateof theneutronor proton,or of somecom-
pletelyunknownformof matter.In anycase,par-
ticlesin theuniverseat 10-43s canbeexpected
to havemassesoftheorderof 10-_gin orderto
fit into the Hubbleradius.Suchparticlesare
entirelyhypothetical,lyingfarbeyondthescopeof
theexistingparticletheoryanditsextrapolations.

Theuniverseat this timeis bestdescribedas
chaotic.TheHubbleradiushasa valuecompa-
rableto expectedquantum fluctuations in the
structure of the universe, if general relativity is to

be unified with quantum mechanics in some way.

If the age of the universe is multiplied by the

energy content, including rest mass, of the volume

contained within a Hubble radius, the result is a

number of the order of Planck's constant, h. This

is the cosmologic expression of the Heisenberg

uncertainty principle. It does not make any physi-

cal sense to inquire what happened in the uni-
verse earlier than 10 -43 s, because such times are

not meaningful due to the energy uncertainty.

As the universe grows older, the Hubble radius

grows and encompasses many types of particle.

These particles can interact and achieve a ther-

modynamic equilibrium, and the mass of parti-
cles which can exist in the universe becomes

progressively lower as the Hubble radius
increases.

The character of physics at this expansion

epoch is rendered uncertain by the unknown form

of the mass excitation spectrum of the baryon.

Hagedorn has suggested that the number of

baryon states per unit mass interval rises expo-

nentially, which leads to an expectation that the

universe will have a finite maximum temperature

that could have been attained in early times, of

the order of 1012 °K. This limiting temperature is

asymptotically attained as the rest mass of the

baryons present goes to infinity. In the Hagedorn

version of early cosmology, the early universe

would have this limiting temperature, and as it

expands, the characteristic masses of particles

present would progressively decrease [18]. Sig-
nificant variations in the ratio of baryons to anti-

baryons may exist in this picture. Only when the

universe has expanded enough so that most of

the particles expected to be present are neutrons

and protons, would the temperature decrease

appreciably below l0 TM °K.
However, if the number of mass states of the

baryon should increase with mass at a rate slower

than exponential, then there is no upper limit on

the temperature of matter, and this can become

arbitrarily high. In such a case, the earliest uni-
verse would contain both matter and antimatter

in profusion, but with a slight excess of matter

over antimatter, at least in that region of the

universe which will form our own galaxy. In this

version of cosmology, matter and antimatter

progressively annihilate, until, when temperature

falls below 101" °K, only baryons which are in

excess of antibaryons remain unannihilated, and

the local part of the universe then contains only

matter in the form of baryons (see under next

section, Symmetric Universe- Open Model ).
At temperatures in the universe between 1011

and 1012 °K, it is not possible for baryonic pairs

to exist together, but pi and mu mesons can exist

in profusion. As expansion occurs and the uni-

verse cools, the pi mesons disappear, followed by

the mu mesons which also disappear. This leaves

matter consisting of some neutrons and protons,

electron-positron pairs with a small excess of

electrons, muon neutrinos and antineutrinos, and

electron neutrinos and antineutrinos, as well as

photons. After mu mesons have disappeared, mu
meson neutrinos and antineutrinos no longer

interact with the rest of the particles. When tem-

perature falls below 10 I° °K, electron neutrinos

and antineutrinos no longer interact with ordinary

matter, and shortly afterwards, electron-positron

pairs disappear through annihilation [33, 56_ 58].
Both electron and muon neutrinos and anti-

neutrinos contribute energy density and pressure

which help to drive the expansion of the universe,

but it is only in this indirect way that these par-

ticles can have further influence upon physical

events in the universe [36].

_. . _,L,_iBILITY OF THE

:._ L. PAGE IS PO01_
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During the time that electron-positron pairs

were present in the expanding universe, they

were interacting with neutrons and protons

present, causing interconversion of one into the

other. This sets up an equilibrium between neu-

trons and protons, in which protons are somewhat

more abundant than neutrons, since their mass is

slightly less than that of neutrons. About seven

times as many protons as neutrons are expected

at the time that electron-positron pairs disappear

through annihilation [36].

When temperature falls to 109 °K, it becomes

possible for complex nuclei to exist. The first
nucleus formed, deuterium, results from com-

bination of a neutron with a proton with the

emission of a photon. At the same time, absorp-

tion of photons from the radiation field by the

resulting deuterium nuclei will result in their

photodisintegration back into neutrons and

protons. At first, photodisintegration greatly

predominates, and very little deuterium can be

present. However, as the temperature falls,

equilibrium shifts toward deuterium in the
medium.

Deuterium can in turn capture neutrons to form
tritium. This nucleus is radioactive with a half-

life of 12 years, which is very long compared to

the expansion time in this discussion, when the

expansion age of the universe is just a few min-

utes. Thermonuclear reactions then take place

between deuterium and tritium, forming helium.

At the expected matter densities for this stage in

the expansion of the universe, these reactions go

nearly to full completion, converting almost all of
the neutrons in the mixture into helium. Since

there were more protons present than neutrons,

excess protons are left over following com-
pletion of nuclear reactions. About one-fourth

of the matter becomes helium under these

conditions. Very little deuterium and tritium is

left when universal expansion has reached an age

of half an hour [36].

The amount of helium formed in this way is

comparable to that which appears to exist in all

stars, both very old and quite new. The amount

of helium produced by cosmologic nucleosyn-

thesis varies from about 28% in a closed universe,

to about 24% in an open universe. A variety of
observational and theoretical evidence indicates

that this is an approximately universal abundance

of helium observed in stars everywhere in space,

but it is not yet known whether the abundance of

helium in these stars is sufficiently close to a sin-

gle value to indicate that the uniform process of

cosmologic nucleosynthesis has been responsible.

The amount of deuterium and 3He produced in

a closed universe model is negligible, but in an

open universe it is quite possible to produce

amounts of deuterium and 3He comparable to

those inferred in the primitive solar nebula from

which the solar system evolved. If no alternative

method should be found for producing deuterium

and 3He, this would constitute strong evidence

in favor of this unsymmetrical model of the uni-

verse, and would identify our universe as an

open model [39, 53]. However, this claim cannot

yet be made because not all alternative methods

of producing deuterium and 3He have yet been
ruled out.

As the universe continues to expand, it is

composed of hydrogen, helium, electrons, and

photons, with various types of neutrinos and

antineutrinos arising from interaction with other

particles. Photons continue to interact strongly

with matter, and because most of the pressure is

in photons, matter is unable to fragment into

self-gravitating bodies, such as galaxies or clus-

ters of galaxies at this stage in the expansion of
the universe.

When the expansion of the universe is nearly

1 million years old, the temperature of matter and
radiation will have fallen close to 3000 ° K.

Already, helium will have recombined to the neu-

tral form, and, at this temperature, hydrogen also

recombines to form neutral hydrogen atoms. This
makes a tremendous difference in the interaction

between matter and radiation. As long as hydro-

gen was ionized, radiation photons could move

only relatively short distances before undergoing

Compton scattering on the free electrons. How-

ever, after recombination, only Rayleigh scatter-

ing is possible with neutral hydrogen atoms, and

the mean free path of photons becomes larger
than the Hubble radius of the universe. Hence,

photons can expand indefinitely into space after

recombination, and these constitute the iso-

tropic background microwave radiation with a

present temperature of 2.7 ° K in this type of
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cosmologicmodel.It ispossiblefor gravitational
instabilitiesin matter to grow only after
decouplingfromradiation.

SymmetricUniverse-Open Model

What is necessary in a symmetric universe?

There is, at present, as much matter as antimatter

among visible galaxies in the universe. It can be
assumed that imbalance between matter and

antimatter arose from fluctuations in the relative

numbers of baryons and antibaryons at different

places in the early expanding universe. This type

of assumption has an ad hoc character which does

not lead to a natural explanation for anything. An

attempt to find processes which can lead to sepa-
ration of matter and antimatter on at least the

galactic scale, starting from an intimate micro-

scopic mixture of baryons and antibaryons, has

been carried out in recent years by Omnes. The

following theoretical developments are generally
ascribed to him.

First, new developments have been reported by

Parker at the Aspen Workshop, June 1972, on

The Physics of the Early Universe. Returning to a

universal age of 10 -43 s and universal chaos,

chaos is defined as different parts of the universe,
merging with Hubble radii of 3 x 10 -33 cm which

introduce fluctuating gravitational potentials con-

taining tremendous energy. Parker investigated

the consequences of rapid nonisotropic expansion

of the universe under these circumstances, and

found that baryon-antibaryon creation can occur

in which strong chaotic gradients in the gravita-

tional potential are largely converted into rest

mass and kinetic energy of baryon-antibaryon

pairs. Furthermore, pair creation occurs over dis-

tances slightly greater than the Hubble radius,

thus introducing a possible mechanism which can

lead to large-scale homogeneity in expansion of

the universe. This mechanism predicts produc-

tion of equal numbers of baryons and antibaryons

with any microscopic volume.

Zel'dovich and Starobinsky pointed out the

importance of pair creation in an anisotropically

expanding universe. The influence of created

pairs on expansion tends to make expansion iso-

tropic, which is a step toward an explanation of

the Friedmann expansion law.

At temperatures greater than about 3 x 10 TM °K

(Omnes' basic hypothesis), there exists a phase

separation between baryons and antibaryons

[29]. The existence of these phases is very con-

troversial and according to Omnes, in a statistical

sense, baryons and antibaryons cannot approach

each other too closely and retain their identity,

whereas baryons can approach indefinitely

closely to baryons, and antibaryons to anti-

baryons. This leads to an expected separation of

baryons and antibaryons into two condensed

phases, with separate blobs of baryons and anti-

baryons growing to dimensions of around

3x 10 -4 cm by the time the temperature has

fallen to about 3 x 1012 °K, each patch of material
containing about 10 kg of material.

After the temperature has fallen below 3 × 10 TM

°K, the thermodynamic condition which favored

separation of the baryon from the antibaryon
phase would no longer be the lowest thermo-

dynamic energy state. Therefore, Omnes expects

baryons and antibaryons in the separated patches

to start diffusing together, leading to mutual anni-
hilation. This mutual annihilation will continue

until temperature has fallen to around 3 x l0 s °K.

At this time, most of the original matter and

antimatter will have disappeared in mutual anni-

hilation, feeding energy into the photon field, and

reducing the number of baryons or antibaryons

to about 10-S/photon.

At this stage, separate patches of matter and

antimatter still exist. These patches continue to

annihilate baryons and antibaryons along the

borders between patches, but as temperature in

the universe continues to fall, a new process sets

in which Omnes calls the coalescence stage. Anni-

hilation causes relative motions among patches

of matter and antimatter, with a matter patch

being repelled from an antimatter patch due to

annihilation along the common boundary, but with

mergers occurring when a matter patch meets

other matter patches, or antimatter patches meet

other antimatter patches.

These conditions have prevented the forma-

tion of helium or other light elements when the

temperature was approximately 10 9 °K. Under

these conditions, there is no longer an electron-

positron pair plasma present everywhere in space,
hence there is no longer interconversion of neu-
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tronsto protonsat that temperature.Because
neutrons,whichhaveremainedafterdisappear-
anceof electron-positronpairs,candiffusefaster
thanprotons,therehasbeenpreferentialannihi-
lationof neutronsandantineutronsduringthe
annihilationstage.Thus,inthistypeofsymmetric
universethereisnoformationoflargequantities
of primordialhelium(or antihelium),andsome
othertypeof eventwouldbe requiredto form
largequantitiesof heliumin thepregalacticstage
ofevolutionof theuniverse.

Astheuniverseexpands,materialin separate
v,_L_-c_ of matter and antimatter during the

coalescence phase continues to grow rapidly.
This is partially due to rather rapid motions of

matter and radiation taking place within the uni-

verse at this time, because the speed of sound is

not much less than the speed of light. However,

when the characteristic radiation temperature

falls to 3000 ° K, so that hydrogen recombines to

the neutral form, the speed of sound in the decou-

pied matter decreases drastically, and the

motion of such matter in the universe is greatly

decreased. In effect, this brings the coalescence

stage to an end and practically ends the mutual
annihilation of matter and antimatter on the

boundaries between their separate patches.

Omnes has estimated that the patches contain

an amount of matter at least as great as that of a

typical galaxy at this stage. It is not out of ques-

tion that the patches should contain enough mat-

ter to form clusters of galaxies. The discussion

in the section that follows, THE PREGALACTIC

ERA, would be more consistent with the Omnes

cosmology if the separate patches had grown to

the size of clusters of galaxies.

In summary, symmetric and unsymmetric types

of cosmology lead to very similar results through-

out the universe, with symmetric cosmology pre-

dicting that clusters of galaxies may tend to be

either all of matter, or all of antimatter, and the

unsymmetric cosmology predicting that visible

galaxies are all composed of matter. There is no

practical way to distinguish between these pic-

tures by direct observation. However, the sym-
metric cosmology predicts that helium will not

be formed in large amounts by cosmologic nucleo-

synthesis, and the unsymmetric cosmology not

only predicts such a large cosmologic nucleo-

synthesis of helium, but also possibly that of

deuterium and 3He as well, if we live in an open

cosmologic model.

THE PREGALACTIC ERA

The problem of gravitational instability within

a large self-gravitating medium was first con-

sidered many years ago by Sir James Jeans.

There is a critical length, called the Jeans length,

such that disturbances of wavelengths longer than

the Jeans length are unstable against gravitational
contraction ...:,L:_ttLlsn the medium, whereas "_"..... i.t.ll_ L Lit LP"

antes of wavelengths smaller than the Jeans

length will be damped out and will propagate as

giant sound waves.

Peebles and Dicke [37] postulated that follow-

ing hydrogen recombination in the universe,

matter may contain density perturbations over a

wide range of scales, and that the most frequent of

the perturbations which can become gravitation-

ally unstable will have wavelengths close to the

Jeans length. However, there is no theoretical

basis at present to estimate the expected magni-

tude of such density fluctuations within the

universe at a particular time. If the density fluctu-

ation is very small, then it takes a long time for it

to be felt within the expanding universe, and for
the matter associated with the fluctuation to

fragment and condense away from its neighboring
matter. Thus, fragmentation time within the

expanding universe may be very long.

A comprehensive study of perturbations super-

imposed on the isotropie homogeneous Friedmann

solution (carried out by Lifshitz [24]) included

simultaneous perturbations of radiation and mat-

ter density, rotational motion, and gravitational

waves. Doroshkevich, Novikov, and Zel'dovich

[12] added the perturbation of matter density

on the unperturbed radiation (photon) back-

ground. This type of perturbation remains hidden
until recombination occurs.

At the time of the hydrogen atom recombina-

tion, both matter and radiation are expanding with

the universe. Following recombination, radiation

continues to expand uniformly with the universe.

Matter has a large outward expansive velocity,

and density perturbations can only grow com-

paratively slowly. Thus, any given blob of matter
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mustcontinueto expandfor a longtimebefore
its self-gravitationalforcesareableto prevail
andbringexpansionto a halt,to befollowedby
subsequentcontractiontowardadenserstate.

The smallerthe densityfluctuationswithin
matterfollowingrecombination,the greaterthe
subsequentexpansionof a blobof matterbefore
it reachesits minimumdensity.Forexample,if
density fluctuation following recombination
shouldamountto about1%,thenthesubsequent
expansionandrecollapseofmatterwilltakeabout
3 or 4×109years.Rapidformationof galaxies
within the universeis only possibleif density
fluctuationsshouldbe much larger than 1%.
Perhapssuchdensityfluctuationsaremorelikely
to occurin a violentlystirreduniversesuch
as that of Omnesthan in a rather uniform
unsymmetricuniverse.

Primitive Globular Clusters
Followingrecombination,the Jeanslengthin

matterencompassesnearly106solarmassesof
material.Onthisbasis,a theorywasformulated
[37] of theformationof primitiveglobularclus-
ters,notingthatglobularclustershaveabout105
to 106solarmassesof stars.However,thisvalue
of 106solarmassesmaynothavemuchsignifi-
cance,sinceit ismerelytheminimmnmasswhich
is unstableagainstgravitationalcollapse.All
densityfluctuationsrepresentinglargermasses
of materialarealsounstableagainstcollapse.
Such densityfluctuationsmay includelarge
galacticmassesor galacticmaterialclusters.
Suchlarge-scaledensityfluctuationspresumably
areof smallerscalethansmallerdensityfluctua-
tionsnearthe Jeanslength,henceit is more
likely thatsmallerdensityfluctuationswill grow
fasterwithintheexpandinguniverse.Thus,the
emergingpictureis onein whichgravitational
instabilitycanoccuron a verywide rangeof
scales,withindividualmassesof theorderof 106
solarmassescondensing,andthesein turnfall-
ing towardmutualgravitatingcenters,whichin
turn fall towardothercentersona largerscale,
andsoon.

However,asmattercontinuestoexpandtoward
its minimumdensityconfiguration,the Jeans
lengthincludeslessmatter.Matterisnowdecou-

pled from radiation,so that it can become
extremelycoldnearthepositionof its maximum
expansion.Temperaturein mattermayfall below
1° K. Under these circumstances, the Jeans length

may enclose only 1000 solar masses. Thus, it is

possible that the most frequent fluctuations which

develop within the expanding universe have
masses more characteristic of a few thousand

solar masses.

As matter falls back from its position of

maximum expansion, the rise in temperature due

to adiabatic compression eventually becomes

limited due to cooling processes within the gas.

The most important of the cooling processes

results from hydrogen molecule formation due
to a few electrons left over from the recombination

stage in the expansion of the universe. These

electrons can be captured by hydrogen atoms,

forming negative hydrogen ions which readily

capture other hydrogen atoms, forming hydrogen

molecules, and again releasing the electron. Thus,

the electron acts as a catalyst in the process as

long as it does not encounter a positive hydrogen

ion and becomes captured, forming a neutral

hydrogen atom. When temperature is high
enough, of the order of 250 ° K, to produce signifi-

cant excitation of the lower excited states of the

hydrogen molecule, infrared radiation from

de-excitation of the molecules can lead to cooling

within the contracting gas. As gas contraction

accelerates, formation of hydrogen molecules is

limited through gradual elimination of all remain-

ing electrons, and the increasingly rapid gas com-

pression gradually raises the temperature until

thermal decomposition of hydrogen molecules

takes place. At this time, when the density has

risen to about 10 TM hydrogen atoms/cm 3, the

Jeans length in the compressing material en-

closes only about 60 solar masses. Presumably,

the gas can thus fragment into stars having
masses in the range 10"-103 solar masses [54].

Pregalaetie Stars

There is a natural expectation that the immedi-

ate result of expansion and contraction of matter

in the early universe is to form a set of pregalactic

stars, all quite massive. These stars may be com-

posed of pure hydrogen, if the symmetric universe
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is a correctmodel,or theymayhaveaboutone-
fourththcirmassashelium.In eithercase,they
donotbehavelike ordinarystarsin theuniverse
today.Massivestarscomposedof onlyhydrogen
and helium havebeen studiedby Ezer and
Cameron[141.Thesestarsbecomemuchmore
compactthanordinarystarsof thesamemass,
owingto veryhighinternaltemperaturesneeded
to converthydrogenintoheliumwithoutinitially
suchcatalystnucleiasthoseofcarbon,nitrogen,
andoxygen.Thismeansthattheradiiofstarsare
abnormallysmall,andtheirsurfacetemperatures
areapproximately105°K. Thesestarswillemita
tremendousfloodof ultravioletradiation,which
will certainlyionizeanyresidualhydrogenand
helium in the universewhichhavenot been
formedintostarsat thisstage.

Starscomposedof purehydrogen,correspond-
ingto thesymmetricuniverse,havebeenstudied
little sofar. It is possiblethatthedynamiccol-
lapsewhichformsthesestarsmayleadto such
highcentraltemperaturesthat thereis sudden
conversionof hydrogento neutronsby electron
capture,followedby massiveheliumformation
andexplosionofstarsbackintospace.If starscan
formstableobjects,theyshouldbehavemuchthe
sameas the hydrogen-heliumstarsdescribed
above.Themajorquestionis whethersuchstars
canformsomuchheliumandejectit intospace,
soasto contaminatetheremaininggasin space
totheextentof one-fourthbymassofhelium,in
orderto accountfor the essentiallyuniversal
hydrogen-to-heliumratio in stars throughout
space,which seemsto requirea pregalactic
heliumformation.

Starsin this massiverangemayeventually
explodein supernovaexplosionsor collapseto
formblackholes.It is temptingtoarguethatboth
eventswill occur.Thisprimordialgenerationof
starsis presumablyconcentratedin spaceinto
massesatleastoftheorderofclustersofgalaxies.
Thevisibleamountof matterin galaxiesin clus-
ters of galaxiesis inadequate,byapproximately
1 orderof magnitude,to providefor thegravita-
tionalbindingof suchclustersofgalaxies,keep-
ing themtogetheragainstdispersionin space
duringthe historyof the universe.This mass
discrepancycouldbeaccountedfor if a majority
of the primordialgenerationof starswereto

collapseto form black holeremnants,distrib-
utedmore or less uniformlythroughoutthe
volumeoccupiedbyaclusterofgalaxies[50].

Evidence,on the otherhand,indicatesthat
supernovaexplosionscouldalsooccuramongthe
primordialgenerationof stars.It seemsdifficult
to accountfor theobservedheavyelementcon-
tentofstarsin thegalactichalo,unlesstheheavy
metalcontentof thesestarswasalsoformedin
thepregalacticera.If supernovaexplosionsoccur
amongsomeof the hydrogen-heliumor pure
hydrogenstarsformedin theprimordialstellar
generation,someconversionsinto heavierele-
mentsare likely to takeplace(tobedescribed
in a subsequentsection).Theseheavyelements
will spreadin the gaswhichwill subsequently
condenseintogalaxies[50].

In anyevent,it appearsthat unconsolidated
gas,whichdid not succeedin becomingincor-
poratedin the primordialgenerationof stars,
togetherwithgasejectedfromstarsinsupernova
explosionsorasaresultof stellarvariabilityand
stellarwinds,issubjectto agreatdealofheating.
Intenseultravioletoutputfrom the primordial
generationofstarsis likelytoheatgasatrelative-
ly lowdensitiesto a temperatureof theorderof
105°K.In addition,supernovaexplosionsoc-
curringin this gasmayprovideheatingto some-
what higher temperatures,which has been
stressed[12]. This will probablyleaduncon-
solidatedgasto expandthroughoutthe volume
occupiedby a clusterof galaxies,forminga
commongasenvelopethroughoutall of this
volume.Into this commongasenvelopewill be
injectedin a randommannerthe productsof
stellarnucleosynthesis,includingheavymetals,
andpossiblylargeamountsofhelium.Theheavy
metals,in particular,shouldgreatlyenhancethe
coolingefficiencyof the gas,leadingto local
coolspotswithin the gas.Sincelocalcooling
withinthegasleadsto areductionin localpres-
sure,suchcool spotswill undergodensityin-
creases,thusformingdensityfluctuationsabout
whichgravitationalinstabilitiescangrowwithin
thegas.Thisis aprobablemodeofnucleiforma-
tionof galaxieswithinthecommongasenvelope
filling a clusterof galaxies.After a galactic
nucleusis formed,matteris likely to continue
fallingtowardsuchgalacticnuclei,allowingthe
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galaxiesto growin size.Thereis considerable
indicationthatsuchmassinfallisstill continuing
withinourgalaxytoday[30].

How newly formedgalaxiesacquire their
angularmomentumhas beenthe subjectof
debate.It wassuggested[34] that the galactic
angularmomentumis acquiredas a result of
tidaldistortionduringthefragmentationprocess
in the expansionstageof the universe.This
theoryhasbeenquantitativelyquestionedby
Oort [30], but further defendedby Peebles
[35].Oort,in turn,preferredapictureinwhich
theexpandinguniversecontainshighlyturbulent
matter,and presumedthat the galaxieshave
acquiredtheir angularmomentumas a result
of vorticeswithintheturbulentmatter.Thetur-
bulenttheoryis developedalsobyOzernoyet al
[31].Thepointof viewthatinitial perturbations
arecharacterizedbyacousticalwavesinaphoton-
ionizedgasmixtureis advocatedby Doroshke-
vich,Sunyaev,andZel'dovich[13,58].

TIlE EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES
Whateverthe mechanismwhichinitiatesthe

collapseof galacticmassesof gas to form
galaxies,quite a bit aboutthe natureof this
collapsecanbeinferredfrommorphologicforms
exhibitedby the resultinggalaxies.Galaxies
showa tremendousvarietyof forms,andlikely
theseariselargelyfromsubtledifferencesin the
angularmomentumdistributionof the initially
collapsinggasclouds.

Elliptical galaxies. The nearly spherically

symmetric distribution in space of stars in ellip-

tical galaxies can be maintained only if the stars

have nearly radial orbits; such stars fall close to

the center of their galaxy and then recede

outward to large distances from the center.

Such galaxies have very little total angular

momentum. As the total angular momentum of

a galaxy increases, the degree of flattening of
the distribution of stars increases. When the

system of stars becomes rather flattened, gas

and dust start to appear in the central plane of

the galaxy, and as the degree of flattening

becomes even greater, large amounts of gas and

dust appear. Evidently stars in such galaxies

have orbits which are more nearly circular, and

certainly stars formed from gas and dust lying

in the central plane of the galaxy will have almost
circular orbits.

Systems with a great deal of gas and dust

usually exhibit spiral arms; these are rendered

more prominent because spiral arms are the

locations of current star formation in such gal-

axies, and the hot, massive blue stars form effec-

tive markers for these arms. Spiral arms exhibit a

wide range of curvature and numbers of turns

about the center of the galaxy. In some of these

galaxies, central stars exhibit an approximately

spherical distribution, but in others they forth an

elongated bar. Central bars of barred spiral

galaxies are thought to arise from details of

angular momentum distribution of infalling gas,

if this gas, upon forming a disk, rotates with

approximately constant angular velocity, it is

unstable against deformation into a bar. Some

galaxies have no strong concentration whatever

of stars toward the center; these systems, which

contain a large ratio of gas to stars, are called

irregular galaxies.

Spiral galaxies. Knowledge of the features of

spiral galaxies is the most complete of any type

of galaxy, since our own galaxy is apparently a

typical spiral.

The time required for primordial galactic

gas to collapse from the volume of space presently

occupied by the galactic halo to form the disk is

about 2 × l0 s years. This estimate is necessarily

rough, since the initial volume occupied by gas

at the start of collapse may have been con-

siderably greater than that now occupied by stars

in the approximately spherical galactic halo.
It is natural to suppose that stars in the halo

were formed by condensation from gas during

the collapse stage. The motions of these halo

stars have large radial components.
The abundances of heavier elements in halo

stars are less than in the Sun, typically by a factor

of about 3, although in a few extreme cases, by

factors of several hundred. It is rather unlikely

that the collapsing gas had time to form an

initial population of stars which could evolve and

form heavy elements by nucleosynthesis, eject

these elements back into the collapsing gas in

supernova explosions, to be followed by formation

of a second generation of stars incorporating
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theseheavyelements.Thus, the existenceof
heavyelementsin thesestarsprovidesanargu-
ment for a stageof pregalacticstellarnucleo-
synthesis.

Aftergashascollapsedintotheformofadisk,
subsequentstar formationwill be of starsin
approximatelycircularorbitsin theplaneofthe
disk. Whensucha star hasbeenformed,its
orbitmaysuffergravitationalperturbationsasit
approachesotherstars,star clusters,or inter-
stellargasclouds.As aresultof suchperturba-
tions,thestarmayswingtoincreasinglygreater
distancesawayfrom the centralplaneof the
galaxyasit growsolder.Olderstarswithinthe
diskpopulationin ourgalaxyhavea distribution
in distanceawayfrom thecentralplaneof the
galaxycorrespondingto athicknessof about400
parsecs.Starsformedin morerecentgalactic
history,ontheotherhand,areconfinedto a nar-
rowerthicknessof about200parsecs.

DensityWaveTheory
Themostquantitativeandpromisingmodern

theoryof spiralarmsappearsto be thedensity
wavetheory[25,26,41,42]. Accordingto this
theory,starsin the galacticdisk canundergo
collectivegravitationalclusteringfor significant
periods,andthegravitationalcluster,or density
wave,progressesthroughthestellardistribution
in thediskofthegalaxyat abouthalftherateof
rotationof the stars.For example,at thesolar
distancefromthecenterofthegalaxy,astarsuch
asthe Suncanbeexpectedto spendaboutl0s
yearstravelingin the interarmregionfromone
spiralarmto thenext,andthenanadditionall0s
yearswithinthenextspiralarmwhichit encoun-
ters.At theendof thistotalinterval,it hasmade
approximately1 revolutionaroundthecenterof
the galaxy,accordingto a simpletwo-armed
modelofaspiralgalaxy.Theactualmodelforour
owngalaxymaybeslightlymorecomplicated.

In order to understandhow star formation
currentlytakesplacewithin our galaxy,it is
necessarytoconsiderfirstpropertiesoftheinter-
stellarmedium[47]whichconsistsofgasanddust
betweenthestars.Thedustiscomposedof small
solidparticleswithdimensionsslightlylessthan
1 /zm, intimately mixed with gas in the inter-

stellar medium. The dust is responsible for

extensive absorption of starlight in certain direc-

tions within our galaxy, showing up as dark

patches on photographs of portions of the Milky

Way.

Interstellar gas resembles the Sun in composi-

tion; about 3/4 of the mass is hydrogen, about 1/4

is helium, and only about 1.5% is in the form of

heavier elements, mostly condensed into inter-

stellar grains.

Hydrogen Ionization

When electromagnetic radiation, having photon

energies greater than 13.6 electron volts (eV), is

incident on interstellar hydrogen atoms, that

radiation is capable of ionizing hydrogen. Con-

sider some hydrogen located close to a very hot,

massive, highly luminous star. Such a star, be-

cause of its high surface temperature, will emit

most of its radiation far into the ultraviolet por-

tion of the spectrum. Most of its emitted photons

may have energies _< 13.6 eV. Hence, hydrogen

close to the star will be ionized very quickly by

the enormous ultraviolet flux, incident upon it.

Now consider a continuous hydrogen gas cloud

surrounding this star which extends a consider-
able distance into the interstellar medium. Ultra-

violet radiation from the star will start ionizing

nearby hydrogen. As hydrogen becomes ionized,

it no longer absorbs the outpouring radiation

from the star, so that ultraviolet rays from the

star can reach farther and farther into space,

ionizing hydrogen on the way. If hydrogen were

to stay ionized, this process could go on in-

definitely, and it would be expected that the star

could ionize hydrogen gas to indefinite distances.

Hydrogen, however, will not stay ionized in-

definitely. Internal recombination will take place

continuously, leading again to neutral hydrogen.
Such a neutral atom will not remain in this state

for very long before becoming ionized again by

ultraviolet light. However, the greater the dis-

tance at which the star succeeds in ionizing

hydrogen surrounding it, the greater the region

in which hydrogen recombination will occur

simultaneously, with consequent weakening of

the ultraviolet radiation which proceeds to further

distances as neutral hydrogen is again ionized.
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A naturallimit is createdin this wayfor the
distanceto whichstarlightcanionizehydrogen.
This limit is reachedwhenthe totalnumberof
neutralhydrogenatomswhicharebeingionized
in everysecondbecomesequal to the total
numberofhydrogenatomswhicharerecombin-
ing to theneutralstatein everysecond.In this
way,a hot starcancreatea sphereof ionized
hydrogensurroundingit, withtheresultthatthere
is a remarkablysharptransitionfrom ionized
hydrogento neutralhydrogenat thesurfaceof
thesphere.

Neutral Hydrogen Regions

Absorption of ultraviolet photons by neutral

hydrogen results in heating of the resulting

ionized hydrogen. Most of the absorbed photons

have an energy somewhat greater than 13.6 eV.

Hence, in the absorption process, 13.6 eV are

used to split up the hydrogen atom, and the re-

maining energy appears as kinetic energy of the

proton and electron which are emitted. This

excess energy is rapidly shared with other

particles, leading to high temperature of the

ionized gas.

Ionized gas can cool in various ways. The

typical process involves collisions between a

proton and an electron in which a photon can be

emitted but the proton and electron remain

ionized, with the electron departing from the

proton having less kinetic energy than when it

approached. The photon which is emitted is

generally free to escape from the region in which
it is created, thus removing some of the heat

energy from that region.

Energy input into an ionized hydrogen region

is limited by the number of photons from the hot

star which neutral hydrogen atoms in the region

can absorb. On the other hand, the rate of radia-

tion from collisions between protons and elec-

trons increases rapidly with temperature, hence
a balance will be achieved at a temperature

where the rate of energy input from absorption

of ultraviolet photons is balanced by the rate of

energy radiation from collisions between protons

and electrons. The temperature which gives this

equality between absorption and radiation of

energy from ionized hydrogen gas is ca 10 000 ° K.

Thus, in a region in the interstellar medium in

which hydrogen gas is neutral, the ultraviolet

spectrum of interstellar starlight has been cut

off above 13.6 eV, the ionization potential of the

hydrogen atom. Photons more energetic than this

limit have been absorbed in ionizing hydrogen

in the ionized region.
Some of the elements with ionization poten-

tials below 13.6 eV, including all the heavier

elements, will be ionized in a neutral hydrogen

region. The main elements which will not be

ionized, in addition to hydrogen, are helium,

nitrogen, oxygen, and neon. About three-fourths

of the ions in the neutral hydrogen region are of
carbon.

Ionization processes within neutral hydrogen

regions also provide heat input to these regions,
although of a considerably smaller magnitude

than in the ionized regions. A variety of cooling

processes are also present in neutral hydrogen

regions, involving collisions among electrons,

ions, neutral atoms, molecules, and interstellar

grains. These collisions result in cooling when

they raise one of the particles into a more highly

_xcited energy state, from which deexcitation by

radiation can occur, with radiation escaping from

the neutral hydrogen region. The balance be-

tween heating and cooling of gas typically occurs

at a temperature of about 100 ° K, somewhat
lower in denser neutral hydrogen regions [21].

Pressure Equilibrium

Pressure in gas is proportional to density, also

to temperature. In considering adjacent regions

of neutral and ionized hydrogen, if each of these

regions were to have about the same number

density of particles, pressure in the ionized

region would be about 100 times that in the neu-

tral region, and gases would then be set into

violent dynamic motion due to pressure im-

balance. Pressure equality could be achieved if

density in the ionized hydrogen region were 100

times less than density in the neutral hydrogen

region, in inverse proportion to the temperatures

in these two regions. It appears that the inter-

stellar medium always seeks to achieve such a

pressure equilibrium throughout, so that in

general, ionized hydrogen regions are of much

" !,9_IBILITY OF T_E
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lower density than neutral hydrogen regions.

However, newly formed stars and supernova

explosions provide continual variation in local

rates of heat input into the interstellar medium,

so that the readjustment process of the configu-

ration, in order to approach pressure equality,

is ongoing, leading to significant dynamic mo-

tions of gas within the interstellar medium.

Comparable amounts of ionized and neutral

hydrogen appear to be in the interstellar medium.

Since the density of ionized gas is much less than

that of neutral gas, the neutral gas will obviously

occupy on!y a sma u fraction of the volume in

the interstellar medium. The neutral hydrogen

clumping which thus occurs leads to the descrip-

tion of the interstellar medium as consisting of

neutral hydrogen clouds embedded within an

ionized region.

The foregoing description is oversimplified.
Other sources of ionization exist in the inter-

stellar medium, such as cosmic rays and soft

x-rays, which modify the details of the descrip-

tion given, but not its most essential features.

In a typical interstellar cloud, self-gravitational
forces which would tend to make the cloud

collapse are generally very much weaker than

thermal pressure forces which attempt to expand

the cloud. Expansion is prevented by a lower

density medium surrounding the cloud, which

has the same pressure as that in the cloud; the

pressure throughout the interstellar medium is

a consequence of the gas being held within the

general gravitational potential field of the galaxy.

Thus, under normal conditions, there is no

tendency for collapse of any part of the inter-

stellar medium, and hence no reason for star

formation to take place.

Spiral Arm Shock

Consider the sequence of events which occurs

when gas in the interstellar medium flows into

a spiral arm [41, 42]. Since the spiral arm con-

sists of a concentration of stars forming a gravi-

tational potential well, gas undergoes shock de-

celeration when it flows into the arm, becoming

hotter and denser. The interstellar magnetic

field, whose lines of force are tied to interstellar

gas via the ions within the gas, and which must

move with the gas, is also compressed and

strengthened in passing through the spiral arm

shock. Instabilities will probably then arise in

the magnetic field configuration, with large parts

of the field becoming buoyant and rising out of

the galactic plane, allowing gas attached to the

lines of force to collect into pockets, or clouds,

near the galactic plane by sliding along the lines

of force, which it is free to do. This appears to

be the general mechanism in which interstellar

clouds can be formed as gas flows into a spiral

arm.

After a uuuu has there isfu, m_u, gradual
diminution of heavier elements and ions within

the cloud, many of which are mainly responsible

for cooling processes within the cloud. These

atoms and ions are likely to stay attached to

interstellar grain surfaces when they strike those

surfaces in the normal course of their thermally

agitated motion within the gas. Thus, the newly

formed cloud may start out with relatively low

temperature, hut as time goes on, temperaturt

in the cloud will rise as its cooling agents de-
crease in number.

As temperature in the cloud rises, density

correspondingly decreases, and probably when

gas emerges from the spiral arm after residing

there about l0 s years, the clouds expand and

disappear into a medium which again has become

rather homogeneous in density. There is no evi-

dence that interstellar gas clouds exist in the

region between spiral arms.

New Star Formation

The optimum time for causing collapse of an

interstellar cloud to form stars appears to occur

at its formation, since some clouds may be formed

with somewhat greater density than others, so

that self-gravitational forces become stronger.

However, some clouds may suffer dynamic

compression at a later stage, being subjected to

surface heating if there is nearby formation of

a number of hot, massive stars, or nearby

explosion of a supernova.

A typical interstellar cloud may have a mass
a few hundred or few thousand times that of the

Sun; the more massive clouds appear more likely

to undergo collapse to form stars. A repeated

574-269 O - 76 - 3
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process of fragmentation of the cloud into

separate condensation centers evidently takes

place during collapse of the cloud, so that the

ultimate product of the collapse is formation of

a great number of new stars. If only a portion of

gas is formed into new stars, and the remaining

gas is quickly expelled from the region of star

formation through ultraviolet ionization when
new hot stars are formed, then the newly formed

stars are not gravitationally bound together, but

are free to expand into space. Numerous exam-

ples of such expanding associations, containing

stars which are massive and very luminous, have

been observed in the galaxy.

It is likely that a certain minimum density of

gas in the interstellar medium is needed in order
that star formation can follow the flow of gas into

the spiral arm shock [38]. It might be expected

that this minimum density is closely approached

through depletion of gas by star formation soon

after collapse of the gas to form the galactic disk.

In an isolated galaxy, the star formation process

could occur subsequently only from gas returned
to the interstellar medium as a result of stellar

evolution. While this process is observed to

occur, it is doubtful that the amount of gas thus

returned to the interstellar medium is nearly

enough to account for the number of new stars

currently observed to be formed in the galaxy.

A number of high-velocity clouds observed in

the galactic halo have been interpreted as gas

infalling to the galaxy for the first time from

intergalactic space [30]. If there is a continuous

infall of this sort of gas, which would not be en-

tirely unexpected according to the description in

the preceding section, then this gas would collect

in the interstellar medium and provide the excess

density needed to maintain a steady state of star

formation when gas passes into the spiral arms

[381.

In an elliptical galaxy, only the first stages of

this type of galactic evolution can occur. Infall

of gas to form the galaxy presumably results in
direct formation of stars from the collapsing gas.

Because of the small amount of angular momen-

tum in the system, residual gas, which does not

form stars during the collapse process, is likely

to collect near the center of the galaxy, forming

stars in the vicinity of the center. Henceforth,

introduction of new gas into such a system will

result in collection of that gas near the center,

with additional star formation there, and so on.

However, the formation rate of new stars in such

a galaxy is likely to be rather small unless there

is a fairly substantial continuing input of gas from

the intergalactic medium, which there appears

to be in our own galaxy.

No existing theory describes the interaction

between gas and stars in irregular galaxies. The

geometry of such systems is too irregular and

complicated for application of the density wave

theory, but it is evident from the presence of

many hot young stars in irregular galaxies that

star formation is a vigorous and continuing

process.

STELLAR EVOLUTION AND
NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

A star is a large sphere of hot gas held to-

gether under its own gravitational forces (for

details of stellar structure, see [9]). The structure

of the star does not vary appreciably with time.
It can therefore be concluded that the interiors

of stars are in hydrostatic equilibrium; there is

an exact balance between the force of gravity,

directed downwards, and expansive thermal

pressure of gas, opposing the pull of gravity. At

any given point in the star interior, the gas

pressure must be high enough to support the

weight of overlying layers. Moving inward from

that point, there is more matter in the over-

lying layer, hence, higher pressure is needed to
sustain this increased weight.

Pressure increases from the surface of the star

toward the center, and in general, density and

temperature of the gas also increase from the

surface toward the center. Typically, in the

central regions of ordinary stars, such as the

Sun, temperature will be a few million degrees

Kelvin. Under such conditions, electrons are

stripped from their atomic orbits, and constitu-

ents of the gas become fully ionized. Hence, the

gas continues to act like a perfect gas even at
densities more than 100 times that of water,

which is characteristic of the center of the Sun,

because atomic nuclei are very much smaller

than atoms in size, hence, the particles have
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plenty of room to move about between collisions.

A star generates energy in the interior and radi-

ates this energy electromagnetically from the

surface, under ordinary circumstances. In order

for energy to reach the surface from the deep

interior where it is generated, it is necessary

that temperature continually decrease from a

high value at the center to a low value at the

surface. In principle, this energy flow can occur

in the deep interior of a star in three ways:

conduction, radiation, and convection. Conduc-

tion is very inefficient in the interior of the star

and usually contributes negligibly to the flow of

energy. If the temperature gradient in the interior

of the star is not very strong, energy transport is

mainly by radiative transfer. In this process,
radiation is emitted at any given point in the

interior, but since it is emitted proportionally to

the 4th power of temperature, more radiation is

emitted in a region of higher temperature rather

than lower temperature. Thus, photons diffuse

in the interior of a star from higher to lower

temperature regions.

If temperature gradients become sufficiently

high, convection is possible. This is mass trans-

port of heat. A blob of gas in the interior starts

rising because of buoyancy forces, and after

traveling some distance, it will break up and indi-

vidual parts will mix into the surroundings. Gas

moving vertically upwards in the interior will,

under these circumstances, be hotter than the

surrounding gas into which it mixes, thus, energy

can be efficiently transported by the mass motion

of the gas.
Theoretical determination of the structure of

a star requires not only a precise balance of

pressure at every point, a condition of hydro-

static equilibrium, but also determination of

how energy flows in the interior. In successful

models of stars, the various differential equa-

tions describing these processes are solved

simultaneously.

The energy emitted from a star over billions

of years is derived from nuclear reactions in its

deep interior. These are fusion reactions, in

which two relatively light nuclei collide and fuse

to make a heavier one, releasing energy as a
result. Since thermonuclear reaction rates are

extremely sensitive to temperature, energy re-

leased from these reactions is strongly concen-

trated toward the center of the star, where

temperature is highest.

In a typical star like the Sun, three-fourths of

the mass is composed of the lightest element,

hydrogen; since there is only one unit of charge

on each nucleus, two protons will have the least

coulomb repulsive forces between them of

any possible combination of nuclei. Conse-

quently, hydrogen nuclei will fuse in thermo-

nuclear reactions at the lowest temperatures,

since the least amount of relative kinetic energy

is needed to bring two protons sufficiently close

together. It also happens that the most efficient

energy generation processes are those which

involve hydrogen nuclei.

Four protons can fuse to make one helium

nucleus in a variety of ways. Some of these

processes commence with the proton-proton

reaction, which makes deuterium. Deuterium

in turn can capture another proton, making aHe.

The 3He nuclei may combine with one another,

making 4He with the release of two protons.

Alternatively, a 3He nucleus can combine with

a 4He nucleus to make an isotope of beryllium,

'Be, and after several more nuclear reactions,

an additional proton is captured making a 4He

nucleus and releasing the original 4He nucleus

which acted as a catalyst for these reactions.
Still other nuclear reactions involve the com-

bination of hydrogen with isotopes of carbon,

nitrogen, and oxygen. These reactions form a

linked triplet of nuclear reaction cycles in which

carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen nuclei are suc-

cessively transformed into one another. Thus,

they act as catalysts in the process, resulting in

four hydrogen nuclei combined to form one 4He

nucleus.

Main Sequence Stars

Stars converting hydrogen into helium at the

centers are called main sequence stars. Since

the bulk of available nuclear energy release
from nuclear transformations occurs in the

hydrogen-to-helium burning stage, the stars

spend most of their active lifetimes in this

stage. The Sun is expected to take about 10 '°

years to convert its central hydrogen into helium;

it is about halfway through this process. When
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approximatelythecentral10%of a starlikethe
Sunhasfully burnedits hydrogenintohelium,
thenit is nolongerstablefor longperiods,but
startsto changeits structurerelativelyquickly.

After all hydrogenhasbeenconvertedinto
heliumin thecoreof suchastar,energygener-
ation ceasesthere.The energyflow from the
centerof the star to the surface must continue,

therefore energy which had been generated by
nuclear reactions at the center must instead be

generated by contraction of the central regions,

releasing gravitational potential energy. However,

this contraction does not last very long, since

shrinkage of the star's core leads to a tempera-
ture rise of the material not only at the center,

but also in the rest of the star's inner parts.

Soon this temperature rise is enough to ignite

the hydrogen burning thermonuclear reactions

in the region surrounding the core which still

contains hydrogen. These reactions then form a

shell source of energy generation, which pro-

vides the energy flow toward the surface needed

to maintain the star once again in a state of

relatively long-term equilibrium, although the

structure is changing at a rate considerably

higher than previously during the main sequence

hydrogen burning. Since the structure again

becomes relatively stabilized, the higher tem-

perature at the center of the core is no longer

needed to maintain energy generation, hence,

energy flow away from the center to regions of

lower temperature tends to make the inner core,

now completely helium, have much the same

temperature throughout.

Red giant stars. As time passes, the hydrogen

burning shell source converts a considerable

amount of hydrogen into helium in the star's

interior, then this added helium becomes part

of the helium core of the star. Meanwhile, the

hydrogen burning shell source moves outward
in the mass of the star. The core continues to

grow in mass and continues to contract slowly,

remaining approximately isothermal. However,

the outer parts of the star behave differently.
Stellar evolution calculations show that, with a

hydrogen-burning shell source, and correspond-

ing discontinuity in composition between the

helium core and largely hydrogen envelope, as

this core contracts, the outer envelope of the

star must expand. At the same time, because

energy generation lies closer to the surface

relative to mass distribution in the star, the

star's luminosity increases. Meanwhile, the outer

envelope of the star expands. Hence, the surface

area of the star increases, and for a given lumi-

nosity, the temperature needed to radiate energy

output of the star decreases. The surface of the

star thus decreases in temperature, and the now

relatively giant stars tend to appear red. Hence,

they are called red giants.
Reliable calculations of stellar evolution

extending beyond the red giant stage are rela-

tively few. However, these calculations do indi-
cate several features of stellar evolution. When

a star becomes a red giant, enough mass has been

added to the core by the hydrogen-burning shell
so that the core starts to contract relatively

rapidly. There is no longer time for energy to
flow out of the core at a rate sufficient to maintain

an approximate isothermal condition; hence, the

central core temperature rises considerably above

the temperature in the hydrogen-burning shell

source. When this temperature reaches a value

in the range 1-2x10 s °K, helium-burning

thermonuclear reactions commence. In these

reactions, three helium nuclei can fuse to-

gether to make a nucleus of lzC, and then a

further helium nucleus captured by the 12C
nucleus to make 160.

Horizontal branch stars. In a star of relatively

low mass, the onset of helium-burning causes

quite a large expansion of the core. While the

preceding contraction of the core caused ex-

pansion of the envelope, expansion of the core
now causes contraction of the envelope, and the

surface of the star increases in temperature.

The star, then, is no longer a red giant, but the

tendency is to call it a "horizontal branch star,"

from its position in a diagram in which luminosity

of the star is plotted as a function of surface

temperature (Hertzsprung-Russell diagram). In
more massive stars, basically the same happens,

but contraction of the outer envelope is much

less pronounced.
Stellar evolution calculations that are avail-

able suggest that helium-burning will finish in

the core, and the core will again start to contract.

This will ignite helium-burning thermonuclear
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reactionsin thematerialsurroundingthecarbon
andoxygencore,so that the starin this stage
maypossessbothhydrogenandhelium-burning
shells.Theseshellswill againprogressoutward
in the massof the star, addingheliumto the
regionbelowthe hydrogen-burningshell,and
addingcarbonand oxygento the centralcore
belowthe helium-burningshell.At this stage,
if the staris not moremassivethantheupper
limit of stabilityof a whitedwarfstar,about1.4
solarmasses,it appearslikely thatthehelium-
burningshellsourcewill die outafteracertain
timeandthehydrogen-burningshellsourcewiil
approachthesurfacequiteclosely.

White dwarf stars. Under these circumstances,

it appears probable that the great bulk of the

star at this stage in its evolution will form a

white dwarf star. In this star, the electrons

form a degenerate gas, thus contributing suffi-

cient pressure to maintain the star against further

gravitational contraction. The outer layer of

hydrogen, which may still exist when the star is

in this late stage of evolution, is probably ex-

pelled by one means or another. Possible mech-

anisms include stellar wind, bulk ejection of a

shell of material leaving behind the nucleus of a

planetary nebula, or nova explosions in which

the hydrogen shell is ejected explosively. Details

of the evolution which may lead to one of these

possibilities are not yet understood. Since a

considerable amount of mass may have been

lost from the star during the red giant phase of

its evolution, probably by a stellar wind process,

the masses of stars which may end as white

dwarfs can initially have been considerably

larger than one solar mass, perhaps as much as
five solar masses.

Further Evolutionary History of a Star

Among theoretical astrophysicists, there is

considerable dispute about details of the uhi-

mate evolutionary history of a star too massive

to form a stable white dwarf. The general course
of its evolution must lead the core of the star

toward higher temperatures and higher densities.

The two main pathways which may be followed

are either complete collapse of the star (implosion)

or nuclear explosion of the star [49].

Supernova explosions. Stars with initial masses

of 4-8 solar masses were thought, until recently,

to be destroyed in supernova explosions. In this

sequence, as the carbon and oxygen core grows

in size, and the hydrogen and helium-burning

shells progress outward in the mass of the star,

the core gradually contracts faster and faster, and

temperature starts to rise rapidly. When tempera-

ture exceeds 10 9 °K, there is ignition of carbon
thermonuclear reactions with two carbon nuclei

reacting with each other to form various heavier

nuclei. Because the core contains a degenerate

electron gas, the equation of state is very dis-

similar to that in a perfect gas, rather, there is

an almost unique relation between pressure and

density, with very little dependence of pressure

on temperature. Thus, rising temperature in the

core has very little effect on its structure. However,

since thermonuclear reactions burn at rates that

depend upon a high power of temperature, the

ignition of carbon thermonuclear reactions will

lead to a rapidly increasing rate of energy gen-

eration, hence a thermal runaway at the center

of the star. This runaway can progress until
carbon thermonuclear reactions have exhausted

the carbon, and oxygen thermonuclear reactions

have begun. In these reactions, two oxygen nuclei
react to form heavier nuclei. All these reactions

can be expected to be completed before sig-

nificant changes in the structure have occurred,

but meanwhile, the temperature will have risen

so high that the center of the core is no longer

degenerate.

The sequence of reactions would be sufficient
to commence a detonation wave which would

progress outward in the core, exploding the

carbon and oxygen nuclei there, and probably

allowing thermonuclear reactions to burn all the

way to the vicinity of iron. Here, the nuclei have

the greatest possible nuclear binding energy per

nucleon, where their abundances are determined

by principles of nuclear statistical equilibrium.

If this process could continue, then all of the
energy generated by thermonuclear explosion in

the core would form a gigantic shock wave which

would race through the outer layers of the star,

ejecting them into space. This would result in a

supernova explosion.

One apparent difficulty with this scheme,
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however,hasbeenthatit shouldleadtothecom-
plete explosionof the star, leavingno stellar
remnantbehind.Whilestatisticsof supernovae
in ourgalaxyandothersindicatethatstarswith
massesas low as four solar massesareun-
doubtedlyrequiredto participatein the super-
novaprocess,thestatisticsof pulsars,whichare
believedtobeneutronstarremnantsofsupernova
explosions,indicate that such neutronstars
shouldbe formedin the majorityof supernova
explosionsin thismassrange.

Resolutionof thispuzzlemayhavebeenpro-
videdby Paczynski[32].He notedthat when
ignitionofcarbonthermonuclearreactionsstarts
in the coreof the star,convectioncommences
at thecenter,inordertocarryawaysomeof the
heatgeneratedbycarbonreactions.At thispoint
the URCAconvectionprocessstartswhichis a
powerfulcoolingmechanism.At highdensities
in the core,degenerateelectronsmayhavea
Fermi energyof a few MeV.Theseelectron
energieswill behighenoughto initiateelectron
captureonsomeoftheheaviernucleipresentin
thecore.Whensuchanucleusis transportedby
convectionto higherdensities,electroncapture
will takeplace,withemissionof aneutrino,and
whenthesamenucleusis subsequentlytrans-
portedtowardlowerdensities,it canemit an
electron,transformingback to the original
nucleus,withemissionof anantineutrino.Neu-
trinosandantineutrinosemergingfromthecore
of the star can thus carry awaytremendous
amountsofenergy,preventingthethermonuclear
ignitionfromrunningawayto explosivecondi-
tions, but neverthelesspermittingcontinued
burningof carbon.Underthesecircumstances,
carbon-and oxygen-burningmaytakeplacein
thecore,followedbysilicon-burningandforma-
tionof theironequilibriumpeak,if, in themean-
time,thecorehasnot initiatedextensiveelec-
troncapture,leadingto collapsetowardnuclear
densitiesin the core,andthe formationof a
neutronstarremnant.It ispossiblethatthepulsar
emissionmechanism,whichis still not under-
stood,but whichapparentlyderivesits energy
fromtherotationalenergyof aneutronstar,may
provideenoughpromptenergygenerationin the
centertoblowoff theouterenvelopeof thestar
andprovidethesupernovaexplosion.

Black hole formation. Among more massive

stars, carbon and oxygen-burning is expected to

take place at lower densities, before the core of

the star undergoes electron degeneracy. When

the core of such a star eventually undergoes

collapse to form a neutron star remnant, the mass

of overlying layers may be too great to be ejected

by radiation emitted by the newly formed pulsar.
As the mass continues to accrete onto this

neutron star remnant, the neutron star may be

overwhelmed by general relativistic effects, and

collapse to form a general relativistically col-

lapsed object, called a black hole. In such cases,

a supernova explosion would not be seen.

Among still more massive stars, perhaps about

50 solar masses or more, a different effect is

expected. Such stars can achieve very high tem-

peratures, about 109 °K, through large parts of

their mass, even though density in most of these

parts of the mass is relatively low. Under these

circumstances, electron-positron pairs come into

equilibrium with the radiation field of photons,

having been created from energy in the photons,
and this renders the star unstable against

collapse [16]. However, the region in which pairs
form contains tremendous amounts of carbon and

oxygen, and collapse will progress only until
thermonuclear detonation occurs in this carbon

and oxygen. The result should be a thermonuclear

explosion in which all massive outer layers of the

star are ejected into space. If a stellar remnant
would be formed under these circumstances is

not clear, but in any case, a supernova explosion

can be expected.

Nueleosynthesis

During the last decade, a great deal of progress

has been made in understanding how nuclear

reactions taking place during stellar evolution are

related to the abundances of elements in nature

[49]. This understanding has, to a great extent,

resulted from construction of a good abundance

distribution curve for elements in solar system

material, which has relied in part upon spectro-

scopic determinations of the abundances of

elements in the Sun, but these are rarely better

than a factor of 2 for any given element.

Some of the more striking regularities of
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nuclearabundancesarenotbroughtoutbyusing
the fairly crudedataavailablefor solarabun-
dances.Abundancesdeterminedin terrestrial
materialsareof little value,becausethe Earth
hasbeenextensivelydifferentiatedchemically,
and it is very difficult to determinethe total
abundanceof anygivenEarthelement.On the
otherhand,certaintypesofmeteoriteshavebeen
an extremelyvaluablesourceof abundance
information,and it appearsthat amongnon-
volatileelements,meteoritesof thefragilestony
variety,knownasTypeI carbonaceouschon-
drites, appearto exist with essentiallynon-
volatileconstituentsin the originalproportions
inwhichtheyexistedin theinterstellarmedium.

Elements in Solar System Material

Hydrogen constitutes about three-fourths of

the mass of solar system material, and helium is

the second most abundant element with about

one-fourth of the mass. The bulk of helium may

have been created by cosmologic nucleosynthesis

(described above), or possibly in the first genera-

tion of stars formed prior to formation of the

galaxies, following the original collapse of

matter in the universe after it decoupled from

radiation. The remaining elements add up to only

about 1.6% of the mass: among these, the third

most abundant element, oxygen, has only 10 -a

as many atoms as hydrogen in the solar system.

The next elements, lithium, beryllium, and

boron, have extremely small abundances,

whereas carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are in

much greater abundance. Helium-burning in

stars jumps directly from helium to carbon and

oxygen, and the intervening elements are

destroyed in stellar interiors. It can thus be under-

stood how this striking feature of element abun-

dances is directly related to features of nuclear

reactions in stellar interiors. Nitrogen is a prod-

uct of coupled cycles involving carbon, nitrogen,

and oxygen isotopes, in which hydrogen is con-

verted into helium in main sequence stars.

Current calculations in the theory of nucleo-

synthesis indicate that elements in the neon

through nickel range are made by explosive

carbon, oxygen, and silicon-burning processes in

supernova explosions. This range of elements

has an intermediate abundance in nature, but,

of course, it contains the most important elements

present in a planet such as Earth. Of the non-

volatile elements in this range, the most abun-

dant are magnesium, silicon, and iron, which

have comparable abundances. Such elements as

sodium, aluminum, and calcium are considerably

less abundant. Sulphur is half as abundant as
silicon, but because it is more volatile than the

other elements named, its abundance varies

widely in the solid materials of the solar system.

Of the various supernova environments pre-

viously described, the one most consistent with

production of these elements involves massive

stars, of 50 solar masses and more, which undergo

supernova explosions as a result of the electron-

positron pair instability process.

Formation of elements. Current studies of

nucleosynthesis have also shown how elements

beyond nickel can be formed by a variety of

secondary reactions during the process of stellar

evolution. Some elements are made by a process

of neutron capture taking place on a slow time

scale, in which neutrons produced by thermo-

nuclear reactions on relatively minor constituents

of the medium during helium-burning are cap-

tured on the nuclei of the iron peak which happen

to be present in the medium. This leads these

nuclei, by a succession of neutron captures and

beta decays, toward the heavy element region.

This process can form elements only as heavy as

lead and bismuth, and it forms only a few isotopes
at most of each element.

Another process which has produced heavy

elements is neutron capture taking place on a

rapid time scale. Current calculations indicate

that the most likely astrophysical environment

in which this will occur is composed of material

in the outer part of a stellar core which has

imploded to nuclear densities. This material is

compressed and largely converted to neutrons

by capture of electrons on protons, before being

ejected, by a process not yet understood. It has

been shown that in the expansion of material of

this sort, charged particle reactions build a vari-

ety of nuclei of medium mass number, which then

can capture the remaining neutrons in which they
are imbedded to form much heavier nuclei. This

process is responsible for producing all the
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elementsbeyondbismuthwhichexistin nature,
includingall of the heavyradioactivenuclei
presentinnature.

The remainingisotopesof heavyelements
whicharenotformedbyneutroncaptureonsome
timescale,arelikelytobeformedbyaprocessof
protoncapturetakingplaceonarapidtimescale
in supernovaexplosions.Suchprocessescan
occurin the outerregionsof anexplodingstar
whenthesupernovashockwavesweepsthrough
a regionstill containingthe originalhydrogen.
Heavyelementsincorporatedin thismaterialat
thetimethe starwasformedmaythencapture
protonsandformneutron-deficientnuclei.

At present,the nuclearphysicalaspectsof
nucleosynthesisin starsaregenerallyunderstood
quantitativelybetter than the astrophysical
aspects.Observationsof the elementabun-
dancesin starsshowthat very few starsare
depletedin elementsheavierthan helium,
relativeto the Sun,by factorsof 100or more.
Moststarsin spaceappearto haveabundances
of theseelementswithin a factorof 3 of that
whichis foundin theSun.Fromtheseresults,
togetherwithsomeattemptsto tracethehistory
of nucleosynthesisinourgalaxy,it hasbeencon-
cludedthattherateof starformationwasprob-
ablyveryrapidin theearlyhistoryofourgalaxy
or evenin the pregalacticperiod,sothat the
formationof heavierelementsoccurredquite
promptlyon the galactictime scale[50].As a
consequence,mostof thestarslikely formedin
spaceafterthat veryearlyperiodof rapidstar
formation,containedsufficientheavyelementsto
beableto possessplanetarysystemscontaining
planetshavingearthlikeconditionsaccompanying
them.

FORMATIONOF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

The problem of the origin of the solar system

has occupied scientists for more than three cen-

turies, since the time of Descartes. For most of

this time, the number of facts about the solar

system which scientific theories attempted to

explain were pitifully few: the regularity of plane-

tary orbits, the alignment of angular momentum

vectors within the solar system, and the slow

rotation of the Sun. It now appears that the last

of these features may have nothing to do with the

origin of the solar system; an initially rapidly

rotating Sun can easily have been slowed down

to its present rate of rotation as a result of mag-

netic interaction of the Sun with the outflowing

solar wind. It is not surprising that such a small

number of boundary conditions could give rise

to a very large number of widely different theories

to explain them. During the last two decades, the

whole problem of the origin of the solar system

has been greatly transformed through acquisition

of new boundary conditions of a physical and

chemical character, resulting from meteorite

research, from space probe analyses of distant

bodies within the solar system, and from manned

exploration of the Moon. This has required

theories of the origin of the solar system to

become more sophisticated, although several
varieties are still current.

Nearly all the cosmogonical theories of the

solar system developed within the last three
centuries can be classified as either monistic or

dualistic. In a monistic theory, the development of

the Sun and planets occurs within a closed sys-

tem, in which there is no interaction with any

external system. A dualistic theory is one in

which an external system, usually another star,

is involved in the cosmogonical process. It is

possible for a theory to start with dualistic fea-

tures, and to end with essentially monistic fea-

tures. Despite such possible ambiguities, the
classification is useful.

The first monistic theory was proposed by

Descartes, who published a vortex gaseous

theory on formation of the solar system in 1634.

The first dualistic theory appeared in 1745 when

Buffon .suggested that a comet made a grazing

collision with the Sun, tearing from it sufficient

material to form the planets. In those days,

comets were thought to have masses comparable

to the Sun, so this was the first of the invading
star dualistic theories. Since these two theories

were advanced, and until three decades ago,

opinion has swung back and forth between pro-

ponents of monistic and dualistic theories. The

review by Ter Haar and Cameron [48] relates this

historical development.

Any form of dualistic theory has, at present,

been almost universally discounted by astrono-
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mers. There are many difficulties associated with

attempts to explain formation of the planets by
material withdrawn from the Sun. These include

various hydrodynamic difficulties: the amount of

material drawn from the Sun would be very hot,

hence would tend to expand and disperse in

space, rather than undergo chemical condensa-

tion to form the planets. If matter is drawn from

the Sun at the time of close passage of another

star, by far the overwhelming bulk of this material

would gain so little angular momentum that it
would fall back into the Sun after the other star

had departed.

The modern theory of solar evolution indicates

that the Sun would have destroyed any initial

deuterium in its constitution by thermonuclear

reactions at an early stage in its evolution, at the

time it was fully convective and hence fully

mixed. Thus, the deuterium present in the oceans

of Earth could not have come from the Sun at any

time following its very early deuterium-burning

stage, leading to supposition that the remaining
material in the Earth was not derived from the

Sun either.
Most current theories of the formation of the

solar system are monistic, involving some

assumptions about the properties of a primitive

solar nebula from which the planets and possibly

the Sun were believed to have been formed.

The major exception to this general picture

among currently advocated theories is perhaps

that of Arrhenius and Alfv6n [3], who believe that

nonequilibrium plasma processes were dominant

in formation of the planets and their satellites.

They postulate that interstellar gases become

enhanced in density and partially ionized as they

approach the Sun, so that the resulting plasma

flows through the solar system, where some of it

may be trapped by magnetic fields, and where

various solid grains can condense from the
plasma and accumulate into larger bodies via

gravitational self-focusing processes forming

"jet streams." According to this theory, the Sun

was formed as an isolated body by an unspecified

mechanism, and at the time the planets were

formed, the Sun had a magnetic field which was

very much stronger than at present, and no solar

wind was in operation which would prevent con-
vergence of the interstellar plasma upon the

immediate neighborhood of the Sun. This may be

regarded as a dualistic ttleory, although the

external system involved is gas in the interstellar

medium, rather than an invading stellar body,

and no material is required to be torn from the

Sun to form the planets.

Solar Nebula Theories

Modern theories of the primitive solar nebula

may be divided into two subclasses: the minimum
solar nebula and the massive solar nebula. The

minimum solar nebula contains about 0.01 solar

masses of material, containing just enough con-

densible matter to form the present planets, with

a large amount of excess volatiles which must be

removed following planetary formation. The

massive solar nebula may contain about 2 solar

masses of material, and is distinguished from the
minimum solar nebula through not having the Sun

initially present at its center; it is a pure rotating

disk of gas from which the Sun is required to form.
Minimum solar mass theories. Most solar

nebula theories discussed within the last three

decades have been minimum solar mass theories.

The earliest involved discussions by yon Weiz-

sacker, Kuiper, and Ter Haar [48], stressing the
role of turbulence in physical processes within

the primitive solar nebula. In fact, although

turbulence is likely to be important within the

solar nebula, it probably does not have the over-

whelmingly important role ascribed to it in these
theories. The authors assumed that turbulence

must be present if the Reynolds number of the

system should be very large, which is practically

an inescapable situation in any large cosmic

system of gas. However, they did not provide

specific mechanisms, calculated in any detail,

by which energy could be fed into large eddies in

the turbulence, thus maintaining turbulence

against natural dissipation processes. Neverthe-

less, these theories were very important his-

torically, since they marked the first introduction

of turbulence as a process which must be taken

into account in the theory of the origin of the

solar system. They also showed that gas dynamic

processes can lead to a remarkably rapid dissipa-

tion of the solar nebula, the time scale for the

dissipation being only some 102 or 103 years.
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Meanwhile,monistictheorieswerebeingpro-
posedinRussia.Schmidt[45]proposedatheory
of theoriginofthesolarsysteminwhichtheSun
wasassumedto capturea swarmof smaller
particlesinto a surroundingdisk, suggesting
that thesesmall particlesaccretedto form
planets.He later modifiedthis to includegas
togetherwiththedustin thesurroundingnebula.
Theseideaswerefurtherdevelopedandmodified
by Levin[23]andSafronov[44],whoattempted
to calculatedetailsof the formationof planets
fromthediskof dustandgasandto consider
dissipationprocessestakingplacewithinit.

Thetermminimum solar nebula describes a

quantitative process carried out by Hoyle [20]

in a theory developed a decade ago, and later

elaborated by Fowler, Greenstein, and Hoyle

[15]. It was noted by Hoyle that the icy and

rocky components of solar matter constitute

about 0.015 of the mass, and that the rocky

constituents alone make up about 0.003 of the

mass. Thus, the minimum amount of mass re-

quired to have been present in the solar nebula
constitutes about 300 times the masses of the

inner planets, which are rocky in composition,

together with the masses of Jupiter and Saturn,

which he assumed to be essentially solar in

composition, with 60 or 70 times the masses of

Uranus and Neptune, which he assumed to be

composed mainly of ice and rock. Such min-

imum solar nebula theory requires that suitably

condensed material be collected into planets

with nearly 100% efficiency.

In Hoyle's theory, a fragment of a collapsing

interstellar cloud was assumed to lose a great

deal of angular momentum as a result of torque

applied by an interstellar magnetic field interact-

ing with the interstellar surroundings of the cloud.

Material was then assumed to collapse to a

radius somewhat less than that occupied by the

orbit of Mercury. Part of the interstellar magnetic

field was assumed to be compressed with col-

lapsing material into the proto-Sun; when the

collapse had been completed, this magnetic

field was assumed to exert a torque on the equa-

torial regions of the proto-Sun, spinning them off

in the form of a nebula, and increasing the radius
of this nebula to some tens of astronomical

units (AU).

In the elaboration of this theory, Fowler,

Greenstein, and Hoyle suggest that chemical

condensations will occur within this nebula,

and chemically condensed material will form

bodies typically tens of meters in diameter,

which would be left behind as the magnetic field

accelerated the gas toward larger radial distances.

Following this, it was assumed that a great

deal of magnetic energy would be dissipated

in the proto-Sun, and that part of the dissipation

would result in acceleration of charged particles

to energies of several hundred million electron

volts. These energetic particles were then sup-

posed to bombard condensed bodies left behind

in the inner part of the solar system, and to

produce by nuclear spallation reactions the

lighter elements which are not produced in the
normal course of nuclear reactions in stellar

interiors: lithium, beryllium, and boron. Deute-
rium in meteorites and in the Earth was assumed

to be formed as a result of direct spallation, also

by capture of spallation-produced neutrons by

hydrogen in ice in the bodies.

The particle bombardment aspects of the

theory of Fowler, Greenstein, and Hoyle have

fallen into general disfavor because of predicting

variations in certain isotopic ratios of some

elements in meteorites which have been diligently

searched for but not found. The theory had made

very specific predictions concerning the presence

of such variations, which stimulated a great
deal of research on meteorites to search for

these variations. However, other aspects of
the discussion of formation of the solar nebula

in this and other minimum solar nebula theories

tend not to be predicted in any detail, thus,

these aspects of the theories tend not be easy to

test, to accept, or to reject.

Massive solar nebula theories. The principal
advocate of a massive solar nebula has been

Cameron [5, 7, 8]. This theory attempts to link

formation of the solar system to the processes

by which stars appear to be formed in space

within the galaxy, which has been discussed

previously. Random turbulence in the collapsing
interstellar gas cloud is considered to have con-

tributed so much total angular momentum to that

fragment of the cloud which will form the solar

system that gas is forced to form a flattened disk,
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without any stellar body at the center.The
amountof materialneededin thismassiveprimi-
tivesolarnebulais considerablygreaterthanthe
massoftheSunfortworeasons:

newlyformedstarsareobservedtoberapidly
losingmassintospacein whatis called
their T Tauri stages,and not all mass
within the primitivesolarnebulacanbe
dissipatedintotheSun;

somemust remainat largedistancesto
take up the angularmomentumlost by
materialdissipatingto form the Sun,
andthis gaswill laterbe ejectedwhen
the T Tauri phasemasslossof theSun
begins.

CameronandPine[8]havecalculateddetailed
numericalmodelsof the massiveprimitive
solar nebula,with thermodynamicconditions
linked to the historyof the interstellarcloud
collapsestage.Theyfoundthatcertainpartsof
their modelswere unstableagainstthermally
drivenconvection,whereasotherpartstended
to be in radiativeequilibrium.Theypostulated
that thesemodelswouldbe dissipatedto form
theSunin afewthousandyears,duetointernal
angularmomentumtransportassociatedwith
circulationcurrentswithinthedisk.

Theserecurringshortdissipationtimescon-
stituteachallengeto all theoriesof theprimitive
solarnebula.It is verymucheasierto accumu-
latesolidsinto largerbodiesin thepresenceof
a gas than in a vacuum.Solidbodiescollide
undervacuumconditionstodayin the asteroid
belt, resultingin shatteringof the bodiesinto
smallerpieces,rather than their assemblage
intoa largerbody.Thepresenceof agasassures
that differentsizebodieswill movewith dif-
ferent relative velocities,thus promotingcol-
lisionsbetweenthem,andundermostcircum-
stancespreventingthe collisionsfrom being
rapidenoughtocauseshattering.

Cameron[7] hasinvestigatedgeneralaccumu-
lationprocessesin the contextof hismassive
primitivesolarnebulatheory.He findsthekey
to therapidassemblyof planetarybodiesin the
presenceof gasis thestartof accumulationpro-
cessesduringthe collapsestageof the inter-
stellarcloudwhichwill formtheprimitivesolar

nebula.In the presenceof turbulencein such
gas, interstellar grains acquire significant
relativevelocities,andif it is assumedthatthey
sticktogetheruponcollision,theywill accumu-
lateintobodiesseveralcentimetersin radiusby
thetime the primitivesolarnebulais formed.
Suchbodiescanaccumulatefairly rapidlynear
thecentralplaneof thegaseousprimitivesolar
nebula,wherepressuregradientsin thegaswill
inducerelativevelocitiesamongthe condensed
solids,leadingto their rapidaccumulationinto
muchlargerbodies.

It hasbeenestimatedbyCameronthatbodies
of planetarysizecanbebuilt upin timesof the
order of a few thousandyears throughout
muchof theprimitivesolarnebula,fromregions
of relativelysmallradialdistancewhereterres-
triM-typeplanetswouldform,to muchgreater
distanceswherethe planetsformedwouldbe
largelyicy in composition.Perhapsthe_eatest
uncertaintyin thesecalculationsis associated
withtheassumptionthatbodiesstickuponcon-
tact;far toolittle is knownaboutthecharacter
ofthesurfacesof chemicallycondensedmaterial
in the primitivesolar nebulato evaluatethe
stickingprobabilityuponcollisionat different
velocities.

Theoriesof formationof the solarsystem,
astheyundergofurtherdevelopment,will un-
doubtedlybenefitfrom importantnewdevelop-
mentsin the studyof meteoritesfrom which
physicalconditionsin theprimitivesolarnebula
canbe inferred.This is the developmentof
cosmothermometersand cosmobarometersby
Andersand colleagues[1]. Whenmeteorites
accumulateat sometemperatureintheprimitive
solarnebula,manyelementswill becompletely
condensedfrom gas and be quantitatively
incorporatedinto meteorites,other elements
willremainmostlyin thegasandonlytracesof
themwill appearin the meteorites,but some
elementswill be partially condensed,and
their abundancesmay be highly variablein
the meteorites.Theselast elementsconstitute
a formof cosmothermometer;a meteoritecon-
taininga larger amountof suchan element
will havebeenformedat a lowertemperature
thanonewhichcontainslittle of the element,
and a precisethermodynamicanalysisof the
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spreadin abundancesallowsestimatesto be
madeofthesetemperatures.

Thesetechniquestendtoindicatethatordinary
chondriticmeteoritesaccumulatedin theprimi-
tive solarnebulaat 400°-500°K,whereascarbo-
naceouschondriteshavetendedto accumulate
closerto300° K. Relativeoxygenisotoperatios
alsoact as a cosmothermometer.The precise
mineralphasesin whichcertainelementsare
condensedcanact ascrudecosmobarometers,
ascan the partialpressureof absorbedgases,
suchasargonin meteorites.Thesecluestend
to indicatethat ordinarychondriticmeteorites
accumulatedat totalpressuresin theprimitive
solarnebulaof the order of 10-s atm.These
thermodynamicconditionsexistsimultaneously
at a suitableradial distancein the massive
primitive solar nebula modelsof Cameron;
however,minimumsolarnebulamodelstend
to havemuchlowerpressuresthanareindicated
bythesecosmobarometers,althoughsuchmodels
canbe somewhatarbitrarysinceit is usually
assumedthat temperaturedistributionin such
modelsarisesfrom solarheating,with usually
somepartialdust-shielding.

THE EARTH-MOONSYSTEM
Problemsassociatedwith the formationof

theMoonhave,forthemostpart,beendiscussed
independentlyof thegeneralcosmogoniesof the
solarsystemoutlinedabove.TheMoonisarather
anomalousbodywithinthe solarsystemwitha
muchgreatermassrelativetothemassofitspri-
maryplanetthananyoftheothersatellitesin the
solarsystem.It hasa remarkablylowdensityof
only 3.34g/cm3,on the average,whichis less
than thedensityof meteorites,andverymuch
less than the meandensityof the inner ter-
restrialplanets.Theseunusualcharacteristics
havesuggestedto manythattheformationofthe
Moon involvedsome rather unusual event
withinthehistoryofthesolarsystem.

Origin of the Moon
Four generaltheorieshavebeenadvanced

to explainthe originof the Moon [22, 28]:
fission theories, atmosphericcondensation

theories,twinplanettheoriesinwhichtheMoon
is assumedto beassembledinorbitaboutEarth,
and capturetheoriesin which the Moonis
assumedto be formedelsewherein the solar
systemandcapturedbyEarth.All thesetheories
havetheir modernadvocates.Recentinvestiga-
tionsof the Moonandof lunarmaterialshave
providedalargenumberof boundaryconditions
whichmustbe satisfiedby suchtheories,but
apparentlytheyhavenotyetallowedtheunique
selectionofoneclassoftheory.

Fission. In a fission theory, the Moon is pos

tulated to be placed in orbit about the Earth as

the result of some kind of disruption of the Earth.

George Darwin was the first to suggest such a

theory in the last years of the 19th century.
He assumed that the initial Earth would be

rotating with a period of about 4 hours, which he

believed to be about twice the resonant period

of Earth, so that huge tides would be raised on

Earth, leading to separation of one of the tidal

bulges to become the Moon. This theory was

rejected by H. Jeffreys in 1930 on the grounds

that the tidal dissipation would be too large fo_

the separation to occur. More recently, in
modified forms of the tidal theories suggested,

the Earth is assumed to be rotating even faster

in its initial state, close to rotational instability,
which is assumed to occur when the formation

of the iron core of the Earth takes place, reducing

the moment of inertia and increasing the rotation

rate above that required for disruption. If the

Earth were rotating fast enough for this, its

initial angular momentum would be much greater

than that presently possessed by the Earth-

Moon system, and a major process for removal of

angular momentum is required.

Atmospheric condensation theories, or pre-

cipitation theories, as Ringwood [40] calls

them, are motivated by the desire to form the
Moon with little content of internal iron. These

theories rely upon the assumption that the Earth

formed very quickly in space, so that a great

deal of the gravitational energy of accumula-

tion was retained by the growing Earth, and its

outer layers would be so hot that silicates would

be contained in gaseous form, together with their

decomposition products. If this system collides

with a major planetesimal, which sets it spinning
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rapidly, the outer part of the atmosphere can be

shed into orbital motion, from which the silicate

materials required to form the Moon are then

precipitated [5]. The Moon is then assumed to

form from this silicate debris in orbit about Earth.

Twin planet. Many have suggested that the

Moon was formed near Earth as an independent

body at the time the solar system was formed.

The major problem faced by this kind of hy-

pothesis is to account for the low density of the

Moon, and no simple mechanism has been

suggested by which the Moon could form with

a very much smaller density than Earth if the
materials from which the two bodies were

assembled were similar. The Moon would have

to be formed rather close to the Earth; some
calculations backwards in time of the orbital

motions of the Moon tend to indicate that the

Moon was close to Earth much later than the

time at which Earth formed, but these calcula-

tions generally assume a constant tidal phase

lag, and the uncertainty in the actual phase lag

introduces corresponding uncertainties into
the time scale.

Various modifications of a simple twin planet

formation have been suggested. For example,
MacDonald [27] suggested two possible theories:

(1) a small terrestrial satellite was formed in

orbit about the Earth, which acted as a target

which collided with a larger incoming body,

thus allowing capture of the larger body; and

(2) many smaller bodies are assumed to accu-

mulate in orbit about the Earth, very similar to

satellites of the giant planets, with the innermost

one being more massive and receding from Earth

due to tidal drag, gobbling up the others in the
course of its recession.

Capture. Many different lunar capture hypoth-

eses have both a geochemical and a dynamical

aspect. In a geochemical version of a capture

theory, possible conditions are discussed

whereby the low mean density of the Moon can

be produced, but the tendency is not to consider

the details of capture dynamics. A dynamic

theory tends not to be concerned with geo-

chemical details, but to deal with the mechanism

by which the independent motion of the Moon

can be dissipated, leading to capture, and of the

subsequent dynamic history of the lunar orbit.

Dynamic theories have recently been discussed

in some detail by Kaula [22]. In their original

form, as suggested by Gerstenkorn, capture

theories required that the Moon initially approach

the Earth in a retrograde orbit, with the subse-

quent elliptical orbit flipping over the poles of the

Earth to become a prograde orbit. Various
difficulties have been encountered with these

versions of the theory, resulting from neglecting

important dynamic details, and the most recent

formulation of a dynamic theory of prograde

capture is due to Singer. Kaula concludes that

dynamic capture theories are improbable but

not impossible.

All of these classes of theory must attempt to

cope with the fundamental importance of the low

mean density of the Moon. One of the major

aspects of both fission and atmospheric condensa-

tion theories is to provide a single interactive

system within which chemical differentiation

can occur prior to the separation of Earth and

the Moon into two distinct bodies. This essential

interactive feature is missing from theories in

which the Moon is assumed to be independently
assembled in orbit about Earth from similar

material, and this constitutes a prime objection

against such theories. There is a little more

freedom in capture theories, provided conditions
can be found elsewhere in the solar nebula

in which a body of lunar composition might be

assembled.

Other theories. Several years ago it was be-
lieved that the Sun contained a much smaller

abundance of iron relative to silicon than me-

teorites and terrestrial planets. This led Urey

[52] to a theory of formation of the Moon, as-

suming that the Moon was formed from the con-

densible fraction of solar material, thereby being

relatively low in iron and having a small mean

density. It was supposed to be but one of a large

number of primary condensation objects within

the solar system. A great majority of these
were assumed to collide with one another, pro-

ducing fractionation of silicates and iron, leading
to a concentration of iron in the surviving

planets. The Moon was then supposed to be

left over from this process, a surviving primary

object, which was captured by the Earth. How-

ever, errors have been discovered recently in
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theoscillatorstrengthsof the ironlinesusedto
determinethe solarabundanceof iron; it now
appearsthatthe iron-to-siliconratio in the Sun
is essentiallythe sameas in meteoritesand
terrestrialplanets.

Analysesof lunar samplesrecently have
indicatedthat the upperportionof the Moon
is abnormallyrich in aluminum,calcium,
andtitanium.Sinceoxidesandsilicatesof these
metalsarethefirstmajorrefractorysubstances
to condenseoutof gasat hightemperature,this
hasledP.W.GasttoproposethatwhentheMoon
was assembled,the outer layerswere made
from suchvery hightemperaturecondensates.
Thispointof viewhasrecentlybeenextendedby
Anderson[2], whohassuggestedthattheentire
Moonresultedfrom a completechemicalfrac-
tionationof suchhightemperaturecondensates.
If this is correct,it mustplacethe formation
of the Moonin a part of the primitivesolar
nebulawherethe temperatureis muchhigher
thanthatin whichthemainpartof Earthwas
formed.Cameron[6] hassuggestedthat this
locatesthe formationsite of the Mooninside
theorbitofMercury,sothatperturbationsofthe
initial lunarorbit by Mercurycan causethe
Moonto acquirea highlyellipticalorbit from
whichit canbecapturedby Earth,andat the
sametime,the surprisinglyhighorbitaleccen-
tricityofMercurycanbeproduced.

Earthscientistshaveturnedup a greatdeal
of evidencebearingonthephysicalandchemical
historyof the Earth.Nevertheless,majorcon-
troversiesremainasa resultof their investiga-
tions,whichrenderknowledgeof the earliest
history of Earth very unreliable.The oldest
rocks,determinedfrom a decayof radioactiv-
ities in theEarth,areonly some4x 109years
old.Ontheotherhand,agreatdealofinformation
indicatesthatthesolarsystemis4.6× 109years
old.Thefirst severalhundredmillionyearsof
Earth'shistoryremainanenigmaasfar asdirect
geologicalinvestigationisconcerned.

Formation of the Earth

A majorcontroversyis whetherEarthwas
formedin a verycoldor veryhotstate.In the
earlyyearsof this century,geologistsfavoreda

pictureof an entirely molten Earth in its earliest

stages. No doubt this point of view was influenced

by dualistic theories for the origin of the solar

system, in which the Earth was pictured as hot

condensation from a filament of hot gases torn

from the Sun. However, some two decades ago,

this prevailing point of view was challenged by

Urey [51], who pointed out that certain of the

more volatile elements present in large quantities

in the Earth could not be present if Earth were

to form from condensates of such a gas filament

at high temperature. Urey concluded that the
condensed material which assembled to form the

Earth was cold, not more than a few hundred

degrees Celsius. However, it is sufficient that

small condensed bodies which accumulate upon

Earth be rather cool, since the accumulation

process may produce a very hot body, but the

more volatile elements can be retained by this

body as soon as it has an appreciable mass.

The initial temperature in the Earth's in-

terior is a strong function of the time interval

required for accumulation of the Earth. If a body

is pictured where growth is steady by accumu-

lation of relatively small particles onto a much

larger nucleus, then the particles will release

gravitational potential energy when their infall

is stopped by contact with the surface of the

growing body. The bulk of released gravitational

potential energy would then be radiated away

from the surface into surrounding space. How-

ever, the faster the rate of accumulation, the

higher the required surface temperature would be

which would radiate the bulk of energy into space.

This radiating surface temperature becomes a

measure of the Earth's interior temperature.
If the Earth forms on a time scale characteristic

of gaseous dissipation of the primitive solar

nebula, of the order of 103 years, then interior

terrestrial temperatures of the order of 5000 to

10 000 ° K would be produced [7]. At these high

temperatures, the bulk of solid materials could

only exist in gaseous form, and would form a hot

extended atmosphere of the Earth. This is the

basis for atmospheric condensation theories of the

Moon's origin. However, this hot atmosphere

would soon lose the bulk of its heat by radiation

into space, and likely it would have condensed

into liquid rock form in a few thousand years.
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Related to these uncertainties in the thermal

history of Earth are problems of the origin of the

atmosphere and oceans of Earth. A great deal of

geologic evidence was assembled by Rubey in

1951 [43] to show that the oceans had been out-

gassed from the interior of Earth. He concluded

that the outgassing was a continuing process,

the outgassing of water still occurring at present.

Subsequently, however, no evidence has accumu-

lated that any completely primitive water is

still being outgassed from the interior of the

Earth, with present evidence suggesting that

the bulk of water now being outgassed has been

recirculated from the surface through the in-
terior of the Earth.

At about the same time, Brown [4] pointed out

that the abundances of oxygen and nitrogen in

Earth's atmosphere were several orders of

magnitude greater than the abundances of rare

gases. Thus, this implied that the atmosphere

had originated largely in a secondary fashion

by outgassing from the interior of Earth, since

only chemically combined elements could be

brought into the Earth in large amounts by small

cold bodies which participated in the accumula-

tion process. Present evidence indicates that

both oceans and atmospheres of the Earth have

been formed largely as a result of outgassing

from the interior. The abundances of rare gases

do not exhibit the solar abundance pattern, but

rather a highly fractionated pattern which is

characteristic of the abundances of rare gases
absorbed in meteorites. Even the small amounts

of rare gases present in Earth's atmosphere

probably were also brought into the Earth by
small-sized bodies.

Origin of Life

These considerations have important bearing

upon problems of the origin of life on Earth. The

present indication is that any primordial atmos-

phere that the Earth had, resulting from accumu-

lation from the primitive solar nebula, was

probably swept away by the very intensive T

Tauri stage of the solar wind. Subsequently, the

present atmosphere and oceans of the Earth

were outgassed from the interior. Many bio-

chemical investigations relating to the origin

of life have assumed that the primitive atmos-

phere of Earth should be basically derived from

solar composition, so that gases would be com-

posed essentially of hydrogen, methane, am-

monia, and water vapor. However, a secondary

atmosphere will have much less hydrogen.

Nitrogen may be outgassed partly in the form of
ammonia, and carbon in the form of methane or

other gaseous organic compounds, but the bulk

of carbon is likely to be outgassed as carbon

dioxide. Hence, such biochemical investiga-

tions of the early history of life on Earth might

better proceed from the assumption that the

composition of gases was mainly water vapor

and carbon dioxide, with somewhat more minor

constituents of excess hydrogen in the form of
ammonia and methane.

The origin of life on Earth is thus seen arising

as a natural consequence of a long series of

physical and chemical processes taking place

in association with the evolution of the universe,

many details of which are still being unraveled.

The seeming inevitability of this long sequence

of events has led to the prevalent view that

planetary systems are extremely widespread

throughout our galaxy and the universe, that

planets suitable for life exist in a large fraction

of these planetary systems, and that the general

geochemical conditions associated with such

planets will be rather similar to those on Earth,

so that the development of life and possibly of

intelligent beings should be an exceedingly

widespread phenomenon.
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